
Six top locations for a Covid-secure summer holiday

With Covid travel restrictions likely to remain in place for the coming holiday season, here are six of

the best places to holiday in the UK while avoiding the crowds

Confinement has been the theme of the last year. And while we are now getting to a time where it is

deemed safe for us to leave the shackles of our homes, it’s likely that leaving the country this

summer will be more of a headache than it is worth. This year it’s looking like staycations all around.

And of course, the fact that we are allowed to move and socialise more freely doesn’t mean we’re

throwing caution to the wind and cancelling all efforts to be safe and secure. With that in mind, here

are six holiday locations inside the UK where you can relax, decompress, and experience natural

Britain without having to deal with the risks (and annoyances) of busyness and crowds.

1. The Lake District National Park: You may hear the name of this jewel of the north and picture

a collection of glorified puddles. On the contrary, The Lake District is home to some of this

nation’s most stunning natural scenery, with gorgeous mountain ranges creating basins in

which the eponymous lakes flourish. There are B&Bs dotted around, but we recommend

going all out and camping out in a tent to get the full experience of this quiet, beautiful

landscape.

2. Brean Down: Right on the coast of Somerset, Brean Down is the perfect spot for a caravan

holiday. Whether you drive yours down or rent a static one on arrival, you’ll be too busy

exploring the cliff face or relaxing on the beach to give sleep a second thought. With historic

war ruins dotted around this ancient monument, and a richness of archaeological discovery

to be made, this is a great choice for curious and adventurous readers.

3. The New Forest: An option less steeped in steepness than its predecessors, although an

equal visual treat. Located in Hampshire, The New Forest is a place that describes its selling

point in its name. With miles upon miles of gorgeous trees and plant-life, there are also lots

of things to do in the New Forest. Whether you’re looking to ride horses, sharpen up your

archery, or simply enjoy a nice cold pint in one of many local pubs, this is a wonderful spot

for a long weekend with the family.

4. Yorkshire Dales National Park: An ideal place for a small group of avid ramblers. Hills, hills,

sheep, and more hills. That’s what you can expect when visiting this underrated gem in

England. Walks through the historic viaduct eventually make way for dazzling natural

waterfalls, with green as far as the eye can see. We recommend picking a local B&B and

enjoying that famous northern hospitality for the full experience.

5. The Brecon Beacons: Beyond being the birthplace of Tom Jones, Christian Bale, and

Catherine Zeta-Jones, Wales has its fair share of natural attractions, with The Brecon Beacons

being a favourite of ours. Another great spot for a camping trip to get in touch with nature,

this is an area that will test your calves and reward your eyes. The breathtaking result of

thousands of years of wind and rain erosion, The Brecon Beacons are a glowing example of

wilderness in the west.

6. Luskentyre Beach: For those of you who are craving a more tropical or Mediterranean feel on

your staycation, look no further than… Scotland? No, that’s not a typo. Situated within the

Highlands, Luskentyre Beach is complete with crystal blue waters, and fluffy white sand. With

a number of Airbnb’s and indeed a few luxury hotels not far from the beach, this could be

the perfect way to escape this summer.


